The author's study indicated that in the presence of co-existence of high concentration of both Human Papilloma Virus-type 16 (HPV-16) & single-cell parasite toxoplasma gondii, often malignancy can develop in relatively short periods of time such as in 1 month when there are additional, cancer-promoting factors existing such as 1) frequent exposure to strong electromagnetic field (EMF) for specific parts of the body such as frequent use of cellular phones, 2) carrying cellular phones near the body surface, 3) wearing BDORT strong (-) underwear, 4) additional BDORT (-)12 toxic foods (such as white rice during the past 2 years having a (-)12 BDORT value) and drinking BDORT strong (-) beverages including most of recent soft drinks from famous companies which is BDORT (-)12, 5) excessive use of Vitamin C which was originally promoted by Nobel Prize Winner Linus Pauling. But excessive dose inhibits very important Vitamin D3. Eating too many bananas since we found bananas often inhibit beneficial effects of Vitamin D3. In the past, it was believed it takes long time of more than several years to develop cancer but our recent study of these multiple co-existing cancer-promoting factors can contribute for rapidly developing malignancy. Since using our non-invasive, early cancer detection method, it is ideal to treat cancer before standard laboratory tests can detect them using 8 unique beneficial effects of optimal dose of Vitamin D3 and Thymus Gland Representation Area Stimulation.

ROLE OF HUMAN PAPILLOMA VIRUS-TYPE 16 (HPV-16) & TOXOPLASMA GONDII INFECTION AS NEW, RAPID CONTRIBUTING FACTOR TO EXISTING FACTORS SUCH AS STRONG ELECTRO-MAGNETIC FIELD, ETC. FOR DEVELOPMENT OF VARIOUS CANCERS. SAFE, VERY EFFECTIVE, INDIVIDUALIZED TREATMENT OF CANCERS & THEIR METASTASES USING UNIQUE 8 BENEFICIAL EFFECTS OF OPTIMAL DOSE OF VITAMIN D3 AND THYMUS GLAND REPRESENTATION AREA STIMULATION
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between 50ng & 80ng which is proportional to DNA mutation and the DNA mutation is essential to the growth of cancer. Optimal dose of Vitamin D3 can inhibit these 2 extremely high abnormal values of cancer markers and bring down within normal limit but average effect of one optimal dose of Vitamin D3 lasts average 8 hours. We can often inhibit progress of advanced cancer close to inactive conditions. However, usually 8-OH-dG of original cancer is often less than metastatic cancer. Every time cancer metastasizes, 8-OH-dG often increases. Optimal dose of Vitamin D3 often reduces abnormally high Integrin α5β1 & 8-OH-dG close to normal but beneficial effects for metastasized cancer is often less effective. However, the author found effective, simple, manual 50 time stimulation of thymus gland representation area on the back of the hand instead of directly stimulating at skin above the manubrium bone. 50 times of stimulation of thymus gland representation area of the back of the left or right hand can produce significant improvements of any abnormal conditions including cancers. We found combined use of Thymus gland representation area on the back of the left hand for 50 times stimulation by pulling the skin corresponding to thymus gland representation area & twisting the skin from right to left. Each procedure consists of 50 times stimulation can produce most effective anti-cancer effects for many advanced cancer or metastatic cancer and repeat combined Thymus gland ORA stimulation of back of hand followed by optimal dose of Vitamin D3. This combination treatment every 8 hours often results in most significant improvement of both original cancer & metastasized cancer without any side effects.